Mustangs receive Camellia Bowl bid against North Dakota

The regular football season ended for the Mustangs in fine style—an undefeated record of 8-0-1, a fourth straight NCAA title, and a national rating of third on both the AP and UPI wire service polls.

And now, perhaps the sweetest of all feats, an invitation to play in the Camellia Bowl in Sacramento Dec. 9.

The Camellia Bowl is a special opportunity to move the Mustangs into the national spotlight.

The Mustangs bid to replace the National title game this season against North Dakota State.

The win was against South Dakota (presented ranked fifth in the nation), Montana State, Montana, Augustana, Montana, Bowling Green, South Dakota State, Northern Iowa, Mankato State and the University of Nevada-Las Vegas.

The Camellia Bowl falls on a date not exactly favorable to a student preparing for the quarter's end. The graduation banquet will break up a four-day Fall Quarter final exam period.

The Student Roundhouse will provide the necessary funds to the game at a cost of $30 round trip (cost of game included). The trip is expected to take approximately five hours and will return immediately following the game, because of final exams.

OUTLAY PROJECTS

Construction on campus

By JOHN TEVES

The latest plans and progress reports have been issued concerning the status of capital outlay projects at this school.

Eight significant expenditures have or will occur in the next few months.

The new $2 million residence halls, located north of Yosemite Hall, will provide residence space for 900 single students.

The current completion date is January, 1971.

A $1 million dining facility complex, located on the former site of the Ornamental Horticulture Unit at Grand Avenue and Mountain Drive, will open at the start of Winter Quarter.

When completed, it will provide a 300-seat cafeteria, a 120-seat restaurant and a 17-seat counter area.

Construction on a library extension will begin in 1972.

The proposal calls for a 300,000-square-foot, five-story building which will be north of the present library. This project will provide a permanent library for the university.

A new residence house to campus is to be constructed later this year. Essentially, the project provides for an additional entrance road to the campus, originating at State Highway 1, adjacent to Highland Drive. The road will proceed easterly through the site of the now vacated acute unit, terminating at the Southern Pacific railroad overcross in the west corner of the academic core.

Lastly, a project which involves the remodeling of existing parking lot E6, which is located south of the Presidential Poly House, and will replace the old Crandall complex. This facility will be located west of the Main Gym and will cost in excess of $2 million.

Injunction might delay day care center opening

The campus day care center may not open Winter Quarter after all.

Student Judiciary was expected to consider freeing the campus Children's Center funds Monday night, according to AFF Chief Justice John Langs.

The hearing to decide whether or not the court will issue an injunction was set after Greg Williams filed a petition Thursday.

Williams requested an injunction "to hold up the use of AFF funds for the financing of the Cal Poly Children's Center." He listed three grounds for action. He alleged that alternatives to the campus-funded child care center were withheld from Student Affairs Council last year. That child care center policy is an unfinished business item, and that questionable procedures were taken on BAC's policy decision.

Cecilia Dunden, secretary for the day care group was expected to present the day care side of the story, while Williams spoke in favor of the injunction. Williams cited the second year on Student Affairs Council as a representative from the School of Agriculture and Natural Resources.

Students will have a brand new impression of the university in January when they register for classes.

Beginning Winter Quarter, all students who register will have their ID-activity cards validated with a "hot-stamp" impression signifying that they currently are enrolled at the university.

According to Robert J. Miller, university accounting officer, the quarterly impressions will take the place of registration receipt cards which students now must present with their ID-activity cards which students now must present with their ID-activity cards validated for their ID-activity cards validated or not the court will issue an injunction.

The opposition for the Mustangs will be sixth-ranked North Dakota State, according to NCAA selection committee chairman Rex Grossart, who made the official announcement.

Rumors prior to the Cal Poly Pomona game last weekend had it that if the Mustangs could come out with a win, the bowl berth would be theirs. The 41-14 victory took care of that prerequisite.

North Dakota, despite being rated below this school's team, should provide plenty of tough competition and certainly the biggest test of the season.

The North Dakota Sinai beat a record of 6-1 and have run up some considerable point totals in outings thus far this season. They averaged close to 40 points per game in rolling to a North-Central Conference championship. Their only loss of the year was to North Dakota State, by a score of 38-17.

The win came against South Dakota (presented ranked fifth in the nation), Montana State, Montana, Augustana, Montana, Bowling Green, South Dakota State, Northern Iowa, Mankato State and the University of Nevada-Las Vegas.

The Camellia Bowl falls on a date not exactly favorable to a student preparing for the quarter's end. The graduation banquet will break up a four-day Fall Quarter final exam period.

The Student Roundhouse will provide the necessary funds to the game at a cost of $30 round trip (cost of game included). The trip is expected to take approximately five hours and will return immediately following the game, because of final exams.

Questions concerning the new validation policy should be directed to Richard Hall of Administration Building.

A validation station will be maintained on a year-round basis in the university accounting office in order to make available the hot-stamp validation service to late registrants and to students who may have lost or misplaced their ID-activity cards.

Grounds for the day care group's appeal will be decided this month.

Questions concerning the new validation policy should be directed to Richard Hall of Administration Building.

A validation station will be maintained on a year-round basis in the university accounting office in order to make available the hot-stamp validation service to late registrants and to students who may have lost or misplaced their ID-activity cards.
‘Smoke and drink your way to better education’

Throughout the United States for the fiscal year 1972, the fifty state legislatures appropriated $54.4 billion for education. These are state tax funds to operate colleges and universities.

Guess who’s top on the totem pole? Yes, California— as the only state to spend over one billion dollars, or one-eighth of its universities.

In the state of New Hampshire, there are 28,600 students, spending over $990 per individual. The per capita spending is $618.79: California 28th in per capita appropriation — largely from tuition on campus.

In a recent letter to citizens of New Hampshire, the University of New Hampshire’s revenue was ranked fifth in the state sweepstakes. In Federal Agencies

In the past twelve months...If you are 21 years of age, you’ll be 49th. your neighbor Vermont is only four million sweepstakes tickets as you have sold.

Vermont is one of the other two participating colleges, Cal Poly Pomona and Chaffey College, both of which have had considerable more racing experience.

In 1970 it was Pesticides of Mexico that received the $500,000 for the Baja project. The ‘71 Baja 500 was Pummy Pommany’s third year in the race. Both cars were built by the student chapters of the Society of Automotive Engineers.

The Mustang Daily

‘Holy Hubert’ delivers message in witty way

Hubert was not serious in their approach to activities of dedication. He was having fun laughing and joking, and the campus it represents in one of the most popular and grueling off-road races—The Baja 500.

The idea of a college campus

The front page article on Nov. 17 pointed out foreign students face a squeeze out at this university due to increasing student tuition. Why should American students worry about foreign students dropping out at Cal Poly? We need help! Call 844-3980 or drop into CU 214.

Letters

Editor: It is unnecessary to say that the world of motorsports is an area familiar to a vast number of Cal Poly students. This can be taken from the conversations around campus about the trip to “Baja” or to Riverside, or the numerous rallies and autocrosses which take place in our community.

Do these students realize that their campus is represented in one of the most popular and grueling off-road races—The Baja 500? This year, the project requested $964.18 from A.S.I. to cover the expense of transporting the car to Mexico for the race. Due to a minor technical oversight, the use of the car was not possible: the project was yet to receive the financial support of the campus.

The campus is entitled and does not have this experience. It cannot be stressed enough that this car is being built by a dedicated group of engineering students, who consider this as much an exercise in applying engineering principles and gaining engineering experience as they do consider it a sport. The Baja project received $1,543.18 from the A.S.I. to help finance the car. This amount is about one-twelfth of the total amount received through various sponsors.

This year, the project requested $5,400.18 from A.S.I. to cover the expense of transporting the car to Mexico for the race. Due to a minor technical oversight, the use of the car was not possible: the project was yet to receive the financial support of the campus.

The front page article on Nov. 17 pointed out foreign students face a squeeze out at this university due to increasing student tuition. Why should American students worry about foreign students dropping out at Cal Poly?

Editor: It cannot be stressed enough that this car is being built by a dedicated group of engineering students, who consider this as much an exercise in applying engineering principles and gaining engineering experience as they do consider it a sport. The Baja project received $1,543.18 from the A.S.I. to help finance the car. This amount is about one-twelfth of the total amount received through various sponsors. $18.44 was awarded due to the finding of several more sponsors and this balance was returned to A.S.I.

This year, the project requested $964.18 from A.S.I. to cover the expense of transporting the car to Mexico for the race. Due to a minor technical oversight, the use of the car was not possible: the project was yet to receive the financial support of the campus.

The campus is entitled and does not have this experience. It cannot be stressed enough that this car is being built by a dedicated group of engineering students, who consider this as much an exercise in applying engineering principles and gaining engineering experience as they do consider it a sport. The Baja project received $1,543.18 from the A.S.I. to help finance the car. This amount is about one-twelfth of the total amount received through various sponsors. $18.44 was awarded due to the finding of several more sponsors and this balance was returned to A.S.I.

This year, the project requested $964.18 from A.S.I. to cover the expense of transporting the car to Mexico for the race. Due to a minor technical oversight, the use of the car was not possible: the project was yet to receive the financial support of the campus.

The campus is entitled and does not have this experience. It cannot be stressed enough that this car is being built by a dedicated group of engineering students, who consider this as much an exercise in applying engineering principles and gaining engineering experience as they do consider it a sport. The Baja project received $1,543.18 from the A.S.I. to help finance the car. This amount is about one-twelfth of the total amount received through various sponsors. $18.44 was awarded due to the finding of several more sponsors and this balance was returned to A.S.I.

This year, the project requested $964.18 from A.S.I. to cover the expense of transporting the car to Mexico for the race. Due to a minor technical oversight, the use of the car was not possible: the project was yet to receive the financial support of the campus.

The campus is entitled and does not have this experience. It cannot be stressed enough that this car is being built by a dedicated group of engineering students, who consider this as much an exercise in applying engineering principles and gaining engineering experience as they do consider it a sport. The Baja project received $1,543.18 from the A.S.I. to help finance the car. This amount is about one-twelfth of the total amount received through various sponsors.

This year, the project requested $964.18 from A.S.I. to cover the expense of transporting the car to Mexico for the race. Due to a minor technical oversight, the use of the car was not possible: the project was yet to receive the financial support of the campus.

The campus is entitled and does not have this experience. It cannot be stressed enough that this car is being built by a dedicated group of engineering students, who consider this as much an exercise in applying engineering principles and gaining engineering experience as they do consider it a sport. The Baja project received $1,543.18 from the A.S.I. to help finance the car. This amount is about one-twelfth of the total amount received through various sponsors.

This year, the project requested $964.18 from A.S.I. to cover the expense of transporting the car to Mexico for the race. Due to a minor technical oversight, the use of the car was not possible: the project was yet to receive the financial support of the campus.

The campus is entitled and does not have this experience. It cannot be stressed enough that this car is being built by a dedicated group of engineering students, who consider this as much an exercise in applying engineering principles and gaining engineering experience as they do consider it a sport. The Baja project received $1,543.18 from the A.S.I. to help finance the car. This amount is about one-twelfth of the total amount received through various sponsors.
Entertaining and just plain fun Saturday night, you mlaaed an Earl Scruggs Review leaet mlMod tho performance of the mualc buffo aa well aa thoae of ua to pieaae and delight country fllad evening. Scrugga managed clan that tenda to win you over all somewhat of a dlaaappolntment. lonae of humor of the Scrugga bouncy banjo beat and the warm hert'a Juat aomethlng to the mualc aa our favorite. But who don't really claim country tho way.

Inglng tunoa of an era moat of ua Ucks, they were peraonally. It'i true that they were real lhama''-wlth crazy dreaa and lugs, they were peraonally.

It's naturally my favorita. Using a colored stone for engagement can provide a strikingly different ring, especially  If wa m ay. Using a colored stone for engagement can provide a strikingly different ring, especially If we may.

The hardnass of Diamonds, hardness of Diam ond, and pick up a free specialty marked package. Hanes makes it.

COLORED STONES TOO

I've been asked if questions in this column were limited to discussions on Diamonds. Not at all! It's naturally my favorite subject, but the entire subject of gems provides the subject matter of this column. Ask away!

Here's a recent question. "Do you have to choose a Diamond for your engagement or can other stones be used?"

Ann B.

Dear Ann:

Other stones certainly can be used! We've made up engagement rings using Emeralds, Sapphires, Rubies and even Peridots. They do not have the hardnass of Diamonds, however, so they must be worn with a bit more care. An insurance policy is a must, of course. We provide one in our store to give the girl peace of mind in this matter. It's a policy written by Jewelers Mutual Insurance Company tailor-made for this purpose.

Using a colored stone for engagement can provide a strikingly different ring. Especially if we may design an original mounting for one you helped design in our store!

RUDY SILVA

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

Recent news reports concerning the attitudes of faculty on this campus about collective bargaining were clarified in a statement issued Monday by Prov. Robert B. Kennedy. Kennedy said the results of a faculty survey conducted by the Academic Senate indicated that 71 percent of those responding favored collective bargaining—an accurate assumption as far as the statistics go.

WHAT THEY FAIL TO MENTION: Kennedy, "is that only 20, or 48 percent, of the 778 faculty members who received the questionnaire responded. The 397 who favored collective bargaining in the study is 20 percent of the total university faculty.

Kennedy declined to speculate on the reasons why 48 of the members did not complete and return the questionnaire.

Santa Rosa Market

"Your Friendly Corner Grocery"

SANTA ROSA & MILL BLVD.

Open 8 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days a Week

AMERICAN PARTS

1329 Monterey St.

SUN. 10:00 to 4:00

MON thru SAT. 8:00 to 5:30

544-7080

Right now, just buy one pair of any Hanes pantyhose (including Hanes Everyday) and pick up a free specially marked package of Hanes Everyday.

This is stretch pantyhose the way Hanes makes it. Pantyhose that comes in your size with a stretchy fit that hugs your legs all day. So hurry down and pick up your free pair of Hanes Everyday...today!

Just buy one pair of any Hanes pantyhose and get Hanes Everyday...free.

HANES EVERYDAY STRETCH PANTYHOSE

FREE!
the Mustangs were leading 5-1. The half ended with the Mustangs behind by one point, 6-5. The third quarter was pretty even but in the fourth quarter the Mustangs came alive with their perimeter offense, which tired the Bronco into a 6-4 win for the Mustangs.

The third match for the Mustangs was the toughest of the weekend and they knew that the Cal State Fullerton Titans would not be easy. The Mustangs had beaten them earlier in the season.

Both teams came into this match underseeded and Fullerton immediately got off to a 4-1 first quarter lead. From then on it was a catch up game for the Mustangs as they took the game, 8-4. The last match of the tournament for the Mustangs was played against UC Riverside in a very cold, afternoon breeze which seemed to have some effect on the Mustangs. They couldn't get their passes straight, nor could the Highlanders score.

Even with a great side-awake push by the men from the Delta Epsilon fraternity, the Mustangs couldn't quite stay with the fast-moving Riverside team. They fell to a 10-4 loss and from second place finish in the tournament. Jim Brecht had five goals for the Mustangs.

In all it was a good tournament and both coach Dick Anderson and assistant coach Dave Wens were pleased with the outcome as Wens commented by saying, "we were pleased to finish third in the conference as well as third in the tournament. It's the highest conference place we have had in the last two years and we are pleased."

Wens also said, "we have all our men coming back next year except for Alan Anderson and Dale Quimett who graduate this year. We should be even stronger for next year's conference."